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The Catholic Church, in its endeavor to serve mankind, has for
years attempted to work harmoniously with other social work agencies. This
humanitarian interest has been an attempt to solve many of the problems
encountered by our modem civilization. This study came into being as re¬
sult of concentrated effort to learn what social work services are rendered
to the Negro by the Catholic Church in the District of Coliuabia in the light
of what is being done throughout the country.
While the primary purpose of this study is to give data to those
Interested in research and to describe the actual work being conducted by
Catholic organizations, it is hoped that all readers will gain a stimulus
and profit from the facts submitted.
Purpose of this Study
This study endeavors to ascertain the social work services rendered
Negroes by the Catholic Church in the light of what is being done throughout
the coxintry. Conditions growing out of the war emergency in Washington, D.C.,
contributed to the initiation of a study of this nature. Openings in many
branches of the Federal, government necessary for war-time preparation have
caused an infiltration of people from all parts of the country. The Negro as
well as the new-comers are encountering many obstacles in finding satisfactory
boarding and lodging places, in making environmental adjustments, in seeking
leisure time activities,and in orientating themselves to new social conditions.
This fact was borne out in President Roosevelt's first war-time speech to
the Nation, February 9, 1942. The President declaring that provisions are
being made to employ over 100,000 workers, stated that provisions would also
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have to be made to meet the needs of the already over-crowded Capital.^
Social work agencies are being utilized to their fullest capacity,
A definite increase in case-loads of agencies in the District of Columbia has
been noticed. Agencies are finding it necessary to increase their staff, to
supplement their programs and to make adjustments to meet the needs of society.^
As a result of this study, it is the hope and desire of the writer
that other philanthropic groups will comprehend and grasp the need for similar
services corresponding to work being effected by the Catholic Church, The
conclusions drawn in this survey were based on the hypothesis that whatever
the findings, they would necessarily form the basis for further study. The
writer also desires that such findings may act as a stimulant for more
extensive work in behalf of the Negro.
Scope and Limitations
The phases of social work services rendered the Negro by the Catholic
Church in the District of Columbia as well as throughout the country consider¬
ed are (a) case work, (b) group work, (c) community organization, (d) and
health. Because this Study was limited to services rendered the Negro, some
difficulties were encountered. In many of the agencies contacted, data
revealed that statistics were not segregated as to race. Other agencies
stated that Negroes had not requested their services, therefore, they saw no
need to return the schedules. Still other agencies stated that few Negroes
lived in their section, or no problems regarding Negroes existed, therefore.
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they were not returning the schedules which were sent to them. Consequently,
the data of this study are limited to those agencies that reported and to
material secured from previously written records. Nevertheless, the writer
has made a thorough study of the completed schedules, and sufficient
information fjrag compiled to give a cross section picttire of the work being
done by the Catholic Church in behalf of the Negro.
Method of Procedure
A careful analysis and attempt were made to collect data from
Cathollo agencies throughout the country. A dlrectoiy of agencies doing
social work listed as "Catholic Charities" was secured from the National
Conference of Catholic Charities. A letter explaining the ptu’pose of this
study along with a prepared schedule was sent to all agencies listed in the
Directory.
The names of well-informed individuals were secured from National
Catholic Associations and letters were sent to them explaining the purpose
and need of this study and asking for information on previously made surveys.
A letter was sent to the Library of Congress in Washington, D. ^C.,
to ascertain the social work services rendered the Negro by the Catholic
Church.
The following agencies were contacted: the Council of Social Agencies,
Catholic Charities, Chhist Child Society, St. Vincent de Paul Society, St.
Jude’s Workshop, Catholic Mission for Colored People and Indians, and other
agencies given as reference for broadening the factual data of this study.
Several heads of the Catholic chur<phes were interviewed. Their
opinions of Catholic Charities were secured and used to form-ulate the
philosophy of the Church toward the Negro.
CHAPTER II
CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONS EOR SOCIAL WORK TRAINING
To provide individuals trained in the principles of Catholic
philosophy for service in both private and public fields of social work has
been an integral part of the Catholic social work program.! For years the
Catholic Church recognized the value of training individuals in various
professions such as medicine, law, religion^ and other known professions,and
it has made no exception for the profession of social work.
Throughout the country. Catholic Charities have provided some form
of social work training in localities where Social Work Schools did not exist
Such efforts were for the purpose of training volunteers and part-time workers.
Through the Volunteer Bureau of Catholic Charities, the interest of volunteers
is enlisted in many phases of its program, and their efforts are directed in
the channels where their services are most needed and where their particular
talents can be most effectively used. A receptionist interviews all of the
prospective volunteers and together with the volunteers work out a schedule of
service and the time which they can devote to the work. This system is used
to further a more effective program to supplement professional social work
training.5
The Catholic Charities Diocese of Brooklyn has for the past nine years
conducted an annual Institute for the volunteers, extending for six weeks dur¬
ing the summer. Two conferences a week are given as an introduction to social
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case-work, social group-work, and opportunity is afforded the volunteers to
gain practical experience in fields of social welfare.^
Coiintless numbers of volunteers offer their services in connections
with hospitals, schools. Catholic Youth Organizations (G.Y.O.), the Con¬
fraternity of Christian Doctrine, the Catholic Big Brothers, the Catholic Big
Sisters, the Christmas Cheer Club of the Diocesan Office,and other phases of
social work services.^ In addition to rendering social work services, the
Catholic laymen and women are trained to serve as members of the fund-raising
groups and as board members.^
The Catholic Schools of Social Work are a product of the Catholic
social work movement in this country. For many years leaders in Catholic work
in this country had felt the need of Central schools that- would give expression
to their thinking and practices. They believed that the literature produced by
such schools would provide a good basis for Catholic programs and endeavors
undertaken by the Chiorch.^ They believed,too, that Catholic schools such as
5
they pictured would make an important contribution in the United States.
In the conception of the founders, the curriculum of such schools would combine
the teaching, tradition, and culttire of the Catholic Chxirch with the best that
social science and modern techniques had to offer.” Social work like other
1
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divisions into which human activities have been separated for study and
action is interested in social change. It has built up a body of experience
that is of great value in promoting social legislation.^ As Catholic
educational institutions, the chools of octal ork therefore place special
emphasis upon the necessity of adequate training in Catholic philosophy and
upon the application of Christian principles and standards to eveiy depart¬
ment of service.
The Catholic leaders who influenced the founding of schools of social
work were not satisfied merely with a school that would train leaders, priests,
sisters, laymen and selected laywomen for their own work. They were interest¬
ed also in training Catholic men and women for public welfare, a practice then
becoming Increasingly important.^
The statement of Pope Pius XI asserting the need of a catholic social
work school to train students who would solve the social work problems which
the Catholic Church faces, provided sufficient impetus for a new movement.
Now, schools of Social work propose to evolve a constructive program of
Catholic education in social work which will command the admiration of all
students of social problems so forcefully that they will naturally turn to
these Catholic Schools of Social Work for enlightment and guidance in these
problems.5
To appreciate the work of the Catholic Church in behalf of the Negro,
a brief but concise history of the Catholic Schools of Social Work throughout
the United States is necessary._
Francis A. Walsh, The Religious Education of the Negro. New York: Benzlger
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Catholic Schools of Social Work
Loyola“University School of Social Work, - located in Chicago, Ill.,
was the first Catholic School of Social Work in this coxmtry.^ It was formally
established in 1914 by Reverend Frederick Siedenburg, S. J, Being a member
of the American Association of Schools of Social Work, it follows professional
standards but is a school for education in social work based on Christian
principles.2 It aims to instruct in the fiindamental principles upon which
curricul\im and techniques are based. "The ultimate purpose and aim of our
School are to integrate professional and cultural training with a sound
philosophy of life and right living." ^ The School is under Catholic auspices
but is open to students of all denominations.
The -curriculum of the School along with other Catholic Schools of
Social Work is similar to that of other non-sectarian Schools of Social Work
throughout the country. Graduates of the School are now in executive positions
in both public and private agencies in various large cities.^
The St. Louis University School of Social Service was foimded in 1930.
«
Having been admitted in 1933, it is a member of the American Association of
Schools of Social Work.5 Membership in this Association gives assurance of
a valid training program for the profession of Social Work, and graduates of
1
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a member School of the Association are eligible for full membership in the
American Association of Social Workers. The School is located in the heart
of St. Louis, Missouri.
The School endeavors to develop competent leadership in as many fields
of social work as possible. It seeks to do so through carefully planned
curricula and through social research carried on by faculty and students.
"The efforts of our School are based on solid educational, moral, and
religious principles." 1 It aims to Impart so\ind scientific and professional
training in the students an attitude of respect and reverence for the client
with whom they have to deal in their field work experience.
The St. Louis School of Social Work is the only Catholic School of
its kind west of the Mississippi.^ It prepares its future graduates for
efficient service in both public and private agencies of social welfare.
Present social trends make imperative the existence of such an institution
as well as other Catholic institutions which seek to provide not merely a
sane foundation in education but correct religious principles, and which couple
the desire of service with a true concept of social justice and Christian
charity.
Another institution created to fill the need of Catholic Social
Work bears the name. Catholic University School of Social Work. Catholic
University School is an integral part of the Catholic social work program in
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leaders in Catholic social work are broi;ight through an advisory committee of
the Diocesan Directors of Catholic Charities, which participates in all plans
and policies. This committee was first formed at the request of Most Reverend
James H. Ryan when as Rector of the Catholic University of America, he attended
in October, 1933, the meeting of the National Conference of Catholic Charities
in New York City.^ He requested the Diocesan Directors of Catholic Charities
to nominate such a committee for the purpose of determining the requirements
for the establishment of a school of social work at Catholic University. After
the study was made, this committee presented the recommendation with regard
to the necessary curriculum, faculty, finances, and administration of the
School to the Rector of Catholic University. These recommendations were
accepted by the Board of Trustees of Catholic University at its meeting on
April 11, 1934.^ Right Reverend Monslgnor John O’Grady,.first Dean of the
School of Social Work, secured the necessary faculty, and the School was
formally opened September 25, 1934.®
The School is independent to a large extent but under the juris¬
diction of the Rector, the Board of Trustees , and the general provisions
of the constitution of Catholic University of America.^ it Is a member of
the American Association of Schools of Social Work. Recommendations of students
_
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for degrees maybe made by the School.
Still another institution acting as a training center for Catholic
social work is the Boston College School of Social Work. It is a graduate
school organized on a professional level and conducted under the auspices of
the Jesuit Fathers of Boston College. In March, 1956, the Trustees of Boston
College, sensing the needs of a rapidly changing world, decided to institute
a program of graduate training, aimed toward equipping young men and women
for the profession of social work. ”Hls Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop
of Boston, alert to the needs of the Church and State was quick to encourage
the new undertaking.^ A faculty was recruited from the professional field,
and social agencies. Throughout New England, both public and private agencies
offered their services and resources for professional training. The School
opened its doors in September, 1956, to forty selected candidates, thirty-
three of whom were graduated in June, 1958, with the degree of Master of
Science in Social Work. The School received its formal accrediting in Jvine,
1958, when it was admitted to membership in the American Association of
Schools of Social Work.^
An Inqiilry revealed that Negroes were attending all but one of the
above mentioned social work schools in pursuit of a training that would fit
them for professional social work. The institution without a Negro in
attendance is, nevertheless, opened to all races.
1 ”
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH TOWARD THE NEGRO
The inaugural attempt of the Catholic Church to christianize the
Negro was in 1856. ”It was two years after the Church publicly declared
Mary, the Mother of all living to be in every way Immaculate, the African
Missionary Society was founded,®!
The Society was foiinded in France by a devoted French Missionary
Bishop, Monsignor Marion de Bresillac. The question often arose as to how
the comitiess number Sf pagans in Africa might be taught to know about God,
The answer to this question was in the organizing of the African Missionaries
who went out to preach the gospel of God, These missionaries’ efforts were
not confined to teaching only Negroes in Africa but also extended to preaching
and teaching the gospel to Negroes everywhere.
The task of teaching and preaching the word of God to AfricA.n pagans
was not easy. There had to be a sincere willingness to undertake such an
endeavor, not because of the glory that Individuals would receive but because
it was deeply rooted in their hearts- a result of their faith in the Church.
The first legion or group of this Society suffered immensely in attempting to
christianize the Africans. Failure was no impediment to their undying efforts
because urged on by the motto: ”Tomorrow by the help of the living God, we’ll
try agd^in”^ This adage has proved fruitful because today the Society has over
1000 priests and 2000 students preparing for the priesthood in Ireland, France,
Holland, and America.^
_







From across the waters came the stimulus that started missionar7
work among Negroes in America. On May 15, 1891, Pope Leo XIII Issued his
great Encyclical Rerum Novorum, the Charter of Labor for the working classes.
During this same year, fourteen young women completed their novitiate with
their Foundress, Mother M. Katherine Drexel, and established their first
mother-house at Torresdeile, Pa. They took the name Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament for Indians and Colored people and began a great pioneer work in
Catholic education of the Negro in the United States.
The International attitude of the Church toward the Negro can best
be expressed in the words of Pope Pius XII;
We confess that we feel a special paternal affection, which
is certainly inspired by heaven, for the Negro people dwelling among
youj for in the field of religion and education we know that they
need special care and comfort and very deserving of it. We therefore
invoke an abundance of heavenly blessing and we pray fruitful
success for those whose generous zeal is devoted to their welfare.1
From a national- expression of the attitude of the Church toward
Negroes, Father Harold Purcell, of the City of St. Jude, Montgomery, Ala.,
wrote in his communication:
Unfortunately the Catholic Church in the United States has
done little for the Negro, for the simple reason that heretofore
the number of our priests and nuns has been comparatively small
that practically all of their efforts were required to minister
to those who were already members of the Church. Now a new day
is dawning in which the Church is blessed with a large number of
vocations to the priesthood and Religious Life. In consequence,
more effort can be devoted to the needs of those other sheep who
are not members of Christ’s Fold.2
1




The attitude of the Church toward the Negro from a local point of
view is stated by Rev. Mark Moselein, C.P, of Washington, D. C.;
It is a pleasure to teach catechism to Colored children.
If anything they are more ifaterested in it than in their other
studies. They are innocent, even remarkably so, up to the age
of adolescence. Being gifted with remarkable memory, they learn
easily by heart and retain what they have learned.1
Several barriers have been destroyed by Catholic institutions to make
way for Catholic Negroes in higher education. Such obstacles as indifference,
prejudice, and intolerance of many white Catholics toward the Negro along
with their conviction that the Negro lack the intelligence necessary for
education, secxilar or religious, had to be stiffled. Moreover, a spirit of
evangelic zeal had to be encouraged.
A census of Colored Catholics in the United States taken in January,
1928 revealed that of all 11,600,000 Negroes there were only 205,986 Catholic
Negroes.
Today, there are approximately 13,000,000 Negroes in the United States
of whom 296,998 are Catholics comprising 2.3 per cent of the total Negro
population. These figures represent a gain of 95,012 over the 205,986
O
reported in 1928. The Increase in number of Negro Catholics can be attri¬
buted to several things among which are social services rendered by the Chxirch.
The majority of Negro Catholics is to be found in the West South
Central, South Atlantic, Middle Atlantic, and East North Central Areas.^
The cities in the United States having the highest Negro Catholic membership
_
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are New Orleans 46,780, Baltimore and Washington, D. C.. combined,37,039;and
New York,19,376.1
In all sections of the United States where Catholic worshippers are
be found, doors are open to Negroes to serve in the same church as the whites.
The attitude of the Church, internationally, nationally, and locally
all pdint toward one universal goal, the acknowledgement of individuals as




THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AHD THE NEGRO IN THE UNITED STATES
Seventy-five responses were received in reply to the 175 questionnaires
sent to Catholic Social V7elfare Agencies. They T/ere addressed to agencies
as listed in the Directory of Catholic Charities which included humerous
benevolent charities whose locations are to be fomd in every area in the
United States of America. Chart A shows the functions, clientele and
clientele served.
Basis of Charitable Services
It is evident that such charitable agencies are not as orderly
established in certain areas as those in other areas, for the benefit of
rendering social work services to Negroes. The names of these charitable
agencies are usually indicative of the work being conducted. It was found
that seven agencies did not state a purpose for their organization. One
existed solely for recreation, one for hospitalization, one for the purpose
of filling "childrens' void," one for the institutional care of Catholics,
and three existed as a clearance house for Catholic Charities.
It should be observed that such purposes cannot be exclusive of
reasons for the institutions giving charity. It was noted that several of
the Charities gave very little service to Negroes.
The information received on the types of services rendered Negroes
in the Catholic Social Welfare Program is far from being complete. Several
agencies were unable to answer the questions with precision because services
were not given on the basis of race, but in most cases on religious faith.
Thus, many agencies included their total case-loads which covered all races.
15
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Some idea can be formulated as to the approximate number of Negroes served
by referring to the percentage of Negroes in Chart A as recorded by agencies.
As in any survey where the sampling is limited the percentages are approxi¬
mately accurate.
Of the seventy-five agencies responding, 27 per cent gave family case¬
work as their primary functionj 25 per cent gave institutional care; 21 per
cent gave foster care of children; 6 per cent operated nxirseries; 10 per cent
gave relief to the community; 10 per cent offered aid only to Catholics; 5
per cent were set up to provide recreation.
All of the agencies received their applications from the family, child¬
placing bureaus, interested people, personal applications, courts, schools,
churches, physicians, and "rotating intake."! This clientele was served on the
basis of its need in conjunction with its social and economic demands.
It was found that of the seventy-five agencies replying, forty
employed full-time workers and thirty-five employed part-time workers who
rendered charitable services. These workers concentrated their efforts toward
meeting the needs of case-work, group-work, community organization, health,
and problems of crime and poverty. These workers were found to serve in
organizing community clubs, educational clubs, mothers'clubs, young people?s
groups, and citizenship groups.
Chart A shows complete Information obtained for the seventy-five
agencies that were classified in (A) primary functions, and (B) secondary
functions. Obviously the sum of the primary groups in various work and interest
were analyzed. . It should, however, be borne in mind that the function
^ —-
Clients were served on a short time basis so as to give service to as many
applicants as possible, thus the "rotating intake" system.
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of any one agency of (A) may fall Into one of the classes (B) functions or
vice versa.
Of the number of workers in Chart A, 25 per cent had received college
training} 40 per cent were well trained professional graduate social workers}
SO per cent had received high school education} and 5 per cent did not state
the educational background of workers. When the various combinations of
educational training are analyzed with respect to the Catholic organizations
of which they are a part, a similsir tendency of educational fitness is
noticeable.
There is a close correlation between the specialized services and
professional activities of the Central Planning Council and Social Service
Exchange or Index. These two mechanisms are different in their functions.
The Central Planning Council acts as a coordinating force in a well-rounded
social work program. Whereas the Social Service Exchange or Index acts as
a clearance center as well as register of clients for social work agencies
for the prevention of duplicating services and making social work more effi-
cent. All of the agencies reporting were found to be members of the Social
Planning Council, Council of Social Agencies or in general a Central Planning
Council. It was revealed that 90 per cent of these same agencies used the
Social Service Exchange or Index,
The distribution of support or assistance as discovered from the data
compiled shows that many Catholics received finance from Community Chest
Frads, gifts, churches, benefits, and memberships.
In contrast to the outstanding services given to various groups the
number of agencies giving relief is worthy of notice. Of the feeventy-five
18
agencies, forty-five gave relief such as food orders, lunches to transients,
cash, food stamps, clothes, medical support, and hospitalization. Fifteen
agencies limited their relief to Catholicsj eleven agencies did not limit
relief to Catholics; the remaining fourteen agencies were indefinite as to
their system of allocating relief.
The general characteristics presented in the study as a result of the
questionnaire concerning the services limited to a definite group showed that
the Charitable agencies justified their existence by the service they rendered.
For example, twenty per cent of the agencies limited their services to all
Catholics; thirty per cent did not limit services to any religious denomination
fifteen pe cent served the entire community; seven per cent limited their
services to "aged"; two per cent served the ill, dependent, and neglected
children; and thirty-six per cent of the agencies made no response to the
question.
Case Studies
These case studies from selected agencies which could not fill out
the questionnaire because they did not serve enough Negroes or because they
had no active supervision or direction of Negroes are described in the follow¬
ing excerpts taken from data composed in personal letters. They help to
determine the influence of historical, cultural, and ecological backgrounds on
the distribution and success or failure of the Catholic Charities to serve the
Negro.
They have been presented to supplement this inquiry and to further
discover underlying factors which would not be disclosed by a statistical
analysis of data obtained through the schedules.
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According to the Directory of Catholic Charities, Catholic institutions
are located in the nine regional areas of the United States, The following
quotations have been selected on an areal basis:
Area I
West
...Child Welfare limited to children's work predominately
v/ith Catholic children...
...^tudy Clubs, organized for Catholic Negroes, operating
for two years




...Accepted foster home care and home relief....
Recreation Center
...Agency operating amusement center for Catholic Negroes,
Also operating boarding homes and day nurseries....
Catholic Hospitals
.. .Report helpf^^l services to Negro clientele
Catholic Home





...Work is practically limited to food orders, rent, heat,
medical attention,and hospitalization...
...Catechetical- Work





....The Colored receive the same treatment, same facilities,
and are admitted to all our institutions. There, is no
such thing as segregation or discrimination,,,.
Social work services
....Social work services in general are open to Catholic
Negroes. Our program is all inclusive and embraces all
phases of social work.,..
20
The Problems Encountered by the Catholic Church
The problems which other charitable Institutions face were experienc¬
ed by the Catholic Charities. They have not only the responsibility for
educating people to the Catholic way of life, but for educating people for the
American way of life. Perhaps one of the major responsibilities of the Catholic
Church Is In relation to Its religious assumption regarding certain basic
factors of services. Among these basic factors are the Catholic's conception
of itself as an institution. Furthermore, as an Institution serving all groups
whose social and economic position is rapidly changing, the Catholic Church
must have a conception of the ultimate position which It must take In render¬
ing social work to the Negro.
Another problem accentuated by the Catholic Church In relation to a
minority group, such as the Negro, is that of the quality and training of its
staff. In some fields of social work, Negroes are connected with the same de¬
partments as their white colleagues, but this is not true of all Negro workers,
especially those who must work under bi-racial standards.
Family case-work and financial relief are provided Negro families by;
A. Catholic Charity Bureaus as a private agency.
B. Catholic Charity Bureaus as an agency of the public relief
administration.
C. The St. Vincent de Paul Societies.
Case-work problems involving the court of Domestic Relations are
handled through the Social Service Department of the Council of Catholic Women
which is affiliated with the Catholic Charities.
21
Care of chiMrea (Negro) is handled by:
Technical Schools for Negro girls which are childrens’ institu¬
tions whose facilities are devoted exclusively to Negro girls.
Industrial Schools are provided for exclusive use for Negro boys.
Catholic Home Bureaus to place and supervise Negro as well as
white children in foster family homes.
Casework and hospital facilities for unmarried mothers are handled
through the Catholic Charities Bureaus.
Supervision of delinquent Negro children is handled by the Social
Service Department of the Holy Name Societies which works in cooperation with
the Catholic Charities.
\
Recreation is provided Negro as well as white children through parish
endeavors.
From this summary it is plain to see the types of seirvices rendered
Negroes and the separate entities that are responsible to the Catholic Charities
in promoting such services.
The afore-mentioned areas were selected with a view to determining the
factors responsible for successf^^l social work services rendered the Negro
by the Catholic Church in the United States.
The Catholic Church faces a special problem in its relation to the
community in which it hopes to give service to Negroes. Eveiy Catholic Church
must face the question of its relation to the community and the Negro in terms
of what it expects to receive from the community and its conception of the
charitable obligation to the Negro.
CHAPTER V
HEALTH Airo RECREATIONAL SERVICES
Extent of haalth s@rvlce.-The 75 different charitable organizations
serving health had 55 health clinics; 25 were permitted to use the facilities
of the community; 10 paid for hospitalization of their Catholic members in
other community hospitals, and 5 conducted hospitals registered by the Ameri¬
can Medical Hospital Associations,
The professional services occurring most frequently were case-work
and general medical treatment. Fifty-two practicing physicians were reported
at work in 7 agencies. Approximately 120 registered nurses were on duty in
hospitals and in attendance at community bedsides.
The reported purposes and accomplishments of these groups were
characteristically the prevention of venereal diseases and welfare improve¬
ment such as aid to the sick, help to poor and unfortunate,and securing of
adequate health and medical facilities.
The Catholic health centers tended to follow the general trend of
social problems and have become aware of the crowded boarding homes, in some
instances three girls were sleeping in one basement room paying $55.00 per
week per person,^
Another problem was finding an opportunity to go to a doctor when
medical attention was needed, and at an hour when doctors’ offices were open.
Inspiration and guidance concerning Illegitimacy^ and desertions were lodged
with the Catholic leaders.
Very few of these organizations handled much money during the year.
_
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The mean expenditure per organization per person for a year (|^30.00) was
not adequate when help was given in food orders, cash, clothing, medicine,
and hospitalization.
In most regard, these health organizations followed the trend set
up ■ty "all organizations." They were motivated and financed by interested
physiciansj by outside school officieLlsj they had a rather large church
membership; they most usually were sponsored by Interested people who solicit¬
ed public subscriptions; and their leadership difficulties were more fre¬
quent among Negroes than any other class.
The Catholic Charities health service have been predominantly
motivated by house to house visits, wise budgeting, hospital assurance, and
frequent medical check-ups for their clients. Non-Catholics and Catholics
were in attendance and like participation of these health services.
Recreational Seirvices
Efficient recreation service is valuable to all people who partake
of social programs. A common complaint heard in the vicimity of the District
of Coliimbia is that it is difficult for people to find satisfactory recreation
to occupy them during their leisure hours. Perhaps the main reason for this
lack of that charitable organizations have not given enough consideration to
the organization and management of emphasized recreational activities. When
asked the extent of emphasis which the Catholic Charities placed on recreation,
it was discovered that 55 per cent of the organizations recognized the social
and recreational value of wholesome recreation programs; 40 per cent of the
organizations prepared full-time recreation programs which served as a stimulus
to religious guidance; the remaining 25 per cent paid very little attention to
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the instructive and educational values of recreation.
The essentials of a good recreation program are based on the interests
and needs of adults who are served by the leaders. It seems safe to enumerate
here the Interests of adults as shown by a national survey and later
list the facilities afforded by the Charities.^
Chief Interests of Adults;
Jobs
Self and home improvement
Community relationships
Recreation (emphasis on travel, seeing and hearing new things,
music, flowers, radio and movies.) 2
The reader will be constantly on the alert to know in what order these interests
of adults rankj what kinds of recreation adults like best, and what kinds of
recreation do they have in their homes and communities?
The place of meeting appeared most closely related to the problems
related to the interests of the personnel served. Meetings were held in school
buildings, churches, vacant rooms, homes, playgrounds, gymnasiums, athletic
rooms, and any available place that could be used for large gatherings.
The recreational activities of the adults were planned around pro¬
blems of education, housing, household management, farming, cooperatives,
dancing, and reading.
The total participation of adults during the year which Includes
serving on committees, taking part in programs or taking part in meetings as
indicated by Chart (C) is checked. The organizations with the highest number
of checks under ’’good" were those concerned with education, housing, household
1
Elizabeth C. Morriss, Guide Book for Adult Students. Works Progress




management, and singing bees. The one with the lowest number of checks under
"fair" were those interested in farming and current reading. The second
highest nimber of checks was under "poor" those concerned with cooperatives,
dramatics,and dancing.
Non-attendance of members showed the Chart somewhat reversed. The
lowest number of checks were trader "good" and were concerned with education
and singing bees. The second highest number of checks were under "fair" and
were interested only in housing and farming. The highest number of checks
were under "poor" and showed that they were concerned with household manage¬
ment, cooperatives, dramatics, and dancing.
All young people’s membership attendance depend upon their club
activities to accomplish their objectives. They held meetings during the
year, and the nature and frequency depended upon the recreation that the club
had to offer. The last number in attendance of club activities were checked
under "good" in Chart (D). The young people were interested in base-ball and
dancing. The highest frequency was checked under "fair", showing interest
in ping-pong, arts and crafts, dramatics, music,and athletics. The lowest
frequency in attendance was checked under "poor", and showed slight interest
in pool aind hiking.
The total membership in non-attendance checked under "good", centered
around individuals who were concerned with pool and arts and crafts. The
second highest frequency of non-attendance was checked under "fair" with
interest evidenced in ping pong and dancing. The highest frequency in non-
attendance was checked under "poor". The young people were concerned with
baseball, dramatics, hiking, and music.
A check list of the recreational activities revealed many problems
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being faced by Catholic Charities in providing recreational services. Such
difficulties as undernourishment, limited facilities, lack of supervision,
small playgrounds, poor camping facilities, insufficient fxmds, too few young
men, open competition of outside interests, and incomplete participation on
the part of those needing recreational services most.
The percentage of parish clubs is largest in the case of the Catholic
to?ra clubs, but the percentage of non-active clubs is only slightly less than
that for the rural country clubs, due to the fact that a larger proportion
(37,7 per cent) of the latter had reorganized to meet the present day emergency.
Two-thirds of the large town clubs had ceased to function because many youths
had sought work away from their home towns.
All of the clubs studied were classified under youth and adxilt
interests. Three-fourths of the clubs were made up of mothers. Membership
was confined to local citizens. Attendance was made up of town folks, visitors,
and guests. The -unit of membership was the Catholic unit in the case of 44 per
cent of the clubs.
The Catholics have built many community halls. The basements of these
halls are used for club meetings, community social gatherings ^laid community
religious gatherings. The community clubs were found to be less active in
summer than during the winter months. One-third of the clubs reported no
meetings and two-thirds reported only occasional meetings during the busy
summer months.
CHAPTER VI
CATHOLIC SOCIAL WORK SERVICES IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Public charity developed dtiring the Middle Ages under ecclesiastical,
control. The monasteries and convents with their monks and nuns were dis¬
tributors of relief, while endowed hospital and homes for the aged were also
under clerical relief. During the nineteenth century there has been a
general revision of charity laws, a vast increase in the amount of public
charitable work. Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,and Albany each give
from $70,000 to $250,000 to private institutions.^
In Washington, D. G,,the average monthly grant per general public
assistance case was $24.51. The Intake department interviewed an average of
226 applicants for general public assistance each month; As a result 2,397
different cases were added to the general public assistance load during the
year and an average of 636 applications were rejected each month.
The relief situation in the District of Columbia with relief having
been given only to unemployables would obviously be little Influenced by
Improved employment conditions due to the defence program.
The Public Assistance Division exists for the purpose of affording
relief to residents of the District of Colmbia who are unemployed or other¬
wise in distress because of the emergency. Federal funds are provided for
aid to dependent children, old age assistance, and aid for needy blind. An
average of 2,043 families and single persons received general public assistance
during the fiscal year of 1941.
_
John A. Fairies, Municirial Administration. New York: 1922. pp. 182-91.
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The Child Welfare Services in the District supervises the care and
training of dependent, neglected and delinquent children committed to the
guardianship of the Board of Public Welfare and recommends children to the
court for adoption.
The Receiving Home for Children in the District is a detention home
for children pending disposition by the courts.
The Social Service Exchange in Washington has made available its
services to the Catholic Charities. Much effort and time is saved by this
agency obtaining data needed in dealing with cases. A total of 27,542
clearances classified as follows were registered with the exchange;
1. Board of Public Welfare 7,653
2. Child Welfare Division...... 2,106
3. Public Assistance Division 16,985
4. Jail 798
27,542
St. Vincent de Paul Societies
As a result of the interview held with representatives of St. Vincent
de Paul Societies, it was discovered that compiled records were kept but were
not made available for research purposes.
Nevertheless a personal interview was granted which revealed that
individual personal Interest of the Society was manifested in giving relief
sei*vices. Also at the monthly meetings, representatives from the several St.
^ .
Re-nort of the Government of the District of Columbia for Year Ended June
30. 1941. pp. 235-238.
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Vincent de Paul Societies met and held conferences at which time, verbal
reports of services given to their members were discussed.
Christ Child Auxiliary
The primary function of the Christ Child Auxiliary is group work.
The first services rendered by this agency was the giving of layettes to
parents of new born babies.
The present day seinrlce. provide full camping for girls and boys
between the ages of 6 and 12, operating over a period of eight weeks. At
Christmas time toys are distributed to hundreds of needy children. Christmas
cards are sent to children whose names are submitted to the agency in order
that their Christmas will be made happier.
There are four full-time workers, and ten volunteer workers connected
with the agency. These workers have no specialized training in social work.
The agency is a member of the Council of Social Agencies. Recreation
is greatly emphasized by the agency. An exact measurement of the playground
could not be obtained but many games such as basket-ball, soft-ball, tennis,
and volley-ball were stressed.
The health clinic supported by the agency was operated for dental
services. Patients were hospitalized at either the Providence or Georgetown
hospitals.
St. Jude Workshop
St. Jude's Workshop was fovinded for the purpose of serving God, first
by trying to promote better interracial relations; by having on hand tools,
clothes, food, fvirnlture, first aid and supplies, that might be needed during
emergencies; and for giving children of the neighborhood, regardless of race.
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color, or creed, a craft and social center. More Negro children were served
than white children.
Dr, Walter Marx and Mrs. Elmer Reinehl helped to start the St. Jude's
Workshop with contributions, and gifts of many kinds. Monsignor McAdams of St.
Joseph's parish has been considered the advisor for the agency, Mr, Eric
TJrsell, a Quaker refugee from Germany has been in charge of modelling with
clay. Miss Mary Isley, a former school teacher is now in charge of the sewing
classes. Miss Eleanor Horner, who has worked with the Christ Child Settle¬
ment House, kept the Workshop open and has acted as the director of the agency.
The agency is entirely dependent on philanthropic Individuals for
contributions. Not being a member of the Commxmity Chest nor the Council of
Social Agencies make it imperative for the agency to subscribe to private
donors for existence. An application is now before the above named agencies
for admission. The objection as stated by the Council of Social Agencies
and the Community Chest is that the Director is not a graduate of an accredit¬
ed School of Social Work and therefore is not a member of the American Associa¬
tion of Social Workers. In discussing this matter with the Director c£ the
Workshop, it was learned that she is willing to give up the leadership in the
event that a competent person is found. Several individuals were suggested
by the writer for consideration.
The program for boys consisted of wood-work, and quiet indoor games.
The girls were taught sewing, clay modelling, and singing.
The problems faced by the agency were lack of play space, an in¬
sufficient number of trained workers, inadequate equipment, and a very small
amount of cases- This agency is making a definite contribution to the
community in which it is located.
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Catholic Missions Among the Colored People and Indians
The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore in 1884 decreed the
constitution of the ’’Commission for Catholic Missions among the
Colored People and Indians," funds for which were to be secured
by an annual collection to be.taken up in all the churches of the
country on the first Sunday of Lent. In 1906, at the request of
His Holiness, Pope Pius X, the Archbishops of the country met with
His Eminence Cardinal James Gibbons to devise ways and means
further to aid financially the Negro Missions. The following'
year the second board, the Catholic Board for Mission Work
Among the Colored People, was incorporated "To create and foster
the missionary spirit among Catholics and others in favor of
the colored people; to distribute literature and form associa¬
tions in aid of the work; to preach on this subject in churches
and elsewhere." Rev. Dr. J. B. Tennelly, S. S., is head of the
board.1
In the interview with Reverend Tennelly, the fact was made known that
separate records according to race were not kept. The Mission acts more as
a distributing agent to agencies that are fostering work among Colored and
Indian people.
Ladies of Charities
"Ladles of Charities" was once called "Big Sisters" but for the last
twelve years has been called Ladies of Charities. The primary function of this
organization is case-work. It receives its finances through collections
obtained during mass services.
The personnel is composed of volunteers who have had no special
social work training, but by the guidance of Catholic Charities, the workers
are able to render remarkable services.
1
John T. Glllard, S.S.J., Colored Catholics in the United States. Baltimore:
The Josephlte Press, 1941. pp. 124-125.
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The agency was not a member of the Council of Social Agencies nor
does it make use of the Social Service Exchange, but is in both cases re¬
presented by Catholic Charities, Cases are cleared,however, through Catholic
Charities. The Clientele served is all Negro and services are limited to
Catholic parishioners of St. Augustine Church.
The family case-load is 120, the case-load for the care of children
is 140, and the relief giving case-load is 260, Institutional care and day
niirsery services are not offered by the agency.
The greatest demand for the services of Ladies of Charities is
financial relief, family disorganization, and schools. The methods used in
getting application are similar to those used by Catholic Charities. People
are referred by the Church, priests, schools. Catholic Charities, and other
Catholic agencies.
Catholic Charities
Catholic Charities is an organization which was incorporated in the
District of Columbia, January 5, 1929 under section 599 to 604; Code of laws
of the District of Columbia. The by-laws were revised, October 1934. "The
corporation shall be known as the Catholic Charities of the District of
Columbia, referred to hereafter as the "Corporation".^ This being the first
Catholic Charities in the District of Coltunbla was formed by a group of lead¬
ing Catholic laymen and one leader. Monsignor John O'Grady. The purposes
were (l) to coordinate the scattered charitable work being carried on in the
District of Columbia under Catholic control; (2) to stimulate disorganized
1
E. Barrie. History of Catholic Charities. 1941. p. 10.
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groups into working and to raise the standards of work to the highest
possible level, and (S) to supplement work already in forces thereby filling
the fflOBt Important needs in individual’s lives.1 This organization gained
momentum as the years went by, and at an early inception became one of the
major social agencies of the District of Columbia. Its influences has been
widely felt in the District of Columbia, and from the main stem have sprouted
the later organized Catholic charitable groups.
The function of Catholic Charities is to meet to the best of its ability
the deep rooted complex problems of Catholic clients. In order to rallze
the primary function of the Charities, permanent departments of Family Welfare
and Child Care have been developed.
The case-work program of the Catholic Charities is concerned more
specifically.with the treatment of problems of families, individuals, and
children. Aside from operating a case-work program, it also serves to unify
and direct the work of volunteer groups engaged in service to Catholic fami- -
lies.
Catholic Charities receives its finances through the Community Chest
Fund and through contributions of the officers and personnel of various
organizations. It has membership in the Council of Social Agencies which acts
as a guide for community resources.
There were nine full-time salaried workers; three engaged in family
case-work; fo\ir occupied with the leadership of children; one worker acts as
an intake receiver, and one worker whose program is to offer service to family
case-T/ork and children case-work. The Director, Assistanct Director, and
Supervisor complete the total niunber of workers constituting the staff of
Catholic Charities.




whom* possess College degrees; 2 had done post-graduate work; and 7 were
graduated from Catholic Schools of Social Work,
The Family Department used every available resource in attempting
to care for those who were in need of assistance, whether it was spiritual
or material. The present case-load is 1238, including colored and white.
The Catholic Charities made use of the Social Service Exchange, Institution
care and nursery services were provided for only white children. Foster care
is a part of the agency’s program and is given to Negro and white groups.
The combined case-load is 83.
Relief is given such as providing adequate food, shelter, clothing,
and essentials, but often plays a minor roll. The public agencies carry the
major part of the burden of unemplosnaent relief.
An Inquiry revealed that family disorganization was the most outstand¬
ing problem encountered, followed by the problems of relief, health, recreation,
education, nursery, and institutional care, in the order as stated. Cash is
the main type of relief given by the agency. Clients come to the agency
through the Community Chest, other agencies, referrals from priests. Church
groups, neighbors, relatives, and interested people.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The Catholic Social Tfork Services In the District of Columbia are
Intended to serve four primary functions. These are:
1. The care of the sick.
2, To understand the problems of the Negro.
5. To afford educational, social, medical, and financial care
to the Negro.
4. To promote community cultural Integration.
The steiff of the Charities has been active In the primary and secondary
functions by conducting (a) family case-wcrk, (b) health programs, (c) recreation
(d) child-placing, (e) nursery care and (4) group work.
To follow up the contacts of cases and to bring Negro Individuals
under observation of the charities, considerable progress has been realized
from support gotten from the following sources; (a) The Community Chest Funds,
(b) gifts, (c) churches, (d) benefits, and (e) memberships.
Intensive efforts directed toward charitable work among Negroes showed;
1. That the recreation services were weak In social activities.
2. Programs attractive to all groups have not been elastic enough
to meet the social and educational needs for all groups.
5. Community Interests seemed to be disintegrating In the District
because of the influx of millions of War Defense workers, and
4. there Is a need for new programs to replace the outmoded




It was discovered that the Catholic Charities in the United States
and the District of Columbia did not show an equilibrium of Charities afford¬
ed Negroes because:
1. The Charities in the District of Columbia were organized to
meet the needs of a large Catholic Negro Population.
2. The Charities throughout the United States faced the diffi¬
culty of scattered Negro Catholics.
3. The organization of the Catholic Charities in the District
of Columbia were set off into definite parishes and instituted
to give special services to Negro members.
4. The Catholic Charities all over the United States were not
organized into separate parishes, instead, they were set up to
meet the demands of the general Catholic personnel.
5. The Charities in the District of Columbia employed trained
Negro workers in ratio of 5 to 1 as compared to the number of
trained Negro workers throughout the United States.
6. In proportion to the Catholic population of Negroes in the
District of Columbia and the United States, more money was
expended per capita Negro than was expended for Negroes through¬
out the United States.
7. There are more Negro Catholic Churches in the District of
Columbia in a given area than in the majority of cities in
the United States where Catholic Charities render services.
8. The Negroes in the District of Columbia were made cognizant of
S7
the charitable services through the parish churches.
9. The Negroes failure to take advantages of social work services
rendered by the Catholic Charities in the United States did
not necessarily indicate a lack of need but a lack of in¬
formation regarding the functions of the Catholic organizations.
In conclusion, this study has been far reaching in its interests of
charities afforded Negroes Catholic institutions in the United States.
As a result of thoroxigh analysis of the problem it is suggested;
1. That concentrated attempts directed toward Negro aid be
continued in order to enlarge the scope of constructive
social work.
2. That continued effort looking toward increased funds from
regular appropriations to permit more adequate staff of social
workers, nurses, doctors, personnel, and clerical workers be
fostered.
5. That continued effort to secure increased funds for liberal
hospitalization to Negroes be extended throughout the District
of Columbia.
4. That more constructive work should be done by secular institu¬
tions .




THE FUNCTION, CLIENTELE AND CLIENTELE SERVEI^-
Name & Location Function Clientele Clientele
Rprvarl
Catholic Charities of Bellingham
■Roll IngViMirij WpcsTri ng+.nri
Case-work - No Negro
Rochester Catholic Charities
Rr>r•hoR+.^>■r•J Y.




Case-work 675 One Negro
nsRe
Catholic Social Service Bureau
T.n-rnlrij OVil n
Case-work 150 Less 50^
Negro
Catholic Charities
Omaha, Nebraska Case-work 290 Less 50^
Negro
Catholic Charities Bureau
Tnrll nnflnni 1 S! Tnr^iflnfl
Case-work 685 Less 50%
Negro
Catholic Charities, Diocese of Alban;
RrVipnpr'.tadyj N. Y- .




Case-work 180 No Negro
cases
St. Monica’s Commvinity Center
PhnpnlTTj. Arl 7.nnn




Case-work 525 Less 50%
Negro
Bureau of Catholic Charities
St- Paul, Minn.
Case-work 261 Less 50%
Neero
Des Moines Catholic Charities
Dos Moinfis, Towa
Case-work 111 Less 50%
Nearo
















Case-work -■ No Negro
cases
Bureau of Catholic Charities
Norfolk, Va-




Case-work - Over 50%
Nee-ro
•«Chart of Original Data
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CHART A - continued
■ ^ ^ 1 l.l..,, . . 1 . II
Name & Location
■ - - - .
Function Clientele Clientele
Served
Catholic Social Service Bureau
Hew. Haven,. Conn.
Case-work 162 Less 50^
Negro
Lafon Old Folks Home of the Holy Fam




72 . All Negro










175 per mo . Less 50%
Negro
Lafon Home for Boys
New Orleans, La.



















































Case-work 998 Less 50%
Negro
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CHART A - continued















Cambridge Catholic Charitable Bureau
Camh-rldgR,. Mass.




Case-work 95 Less 50^
Nepro





























- - No Negro
cases














Case-work - Less 50^
Neero
CHART A- continued
Name & Location Function Clientele Clientele
Served
Catholic Y/elfare Bureau
Ban-ppmpn+.nj Cal i f .
- - Less 50^
Negro
Society of St. Vincent de Paul
RtrinOj Wifi-




- - No Negro
cases
Conference of Catholic Charities
P.T+.+.shnT*gVi j Ppnn-




Case-work - Less 50^
Negro
Catholic Welfare Guild
W-il tning+.nn j Deil .
Case-work - Less 50^
Negro
Catholic Charities Archdioces of N.Y.
■pjiiw Yn-r'Vj TJ - V.











Case-work - Less 50^
... Negro.
Green Bay Diocese Catholic Welfare
n-PBcn Payj 55 -
Case-work - Less 50^
Negro
St. Francis Xavier
PnT*VfiT''hnT’gj Ffis+. Vn ^




Case-work - Less 50^
Negro
Bure'-u of Diocesan Charities of Ogden-
Df^dp-nhiing- N- Y- burg















,El-Paso,.Texas. — , ■ .
Case-work - No Negro
oases.
CHART B










All Agencies 325 100.0 A B
Family Case-work 100 50.8 A
Recreation 60 18.5 A
Community Organization 41 12.6 A
Health 25 7.6 A B
Child-Placing 20 6.2 B
Case Work and
Community Organization 20 6.2 A B
Case work and Group-work 15 4.7 A B
Group-work and Community
Organization
15 4.7 A B
Nursery Care 10 3.1 B
Institutions 10 3.1 A
Housing 5 1.3 B
Employment for Negroes 4 l.£ A
*Chart of Original Data
**Agencies existing for the single p^lrpose of rendering special type of social
work service.
***Agencles operating in several fields of human interests for the purpose of
meeting the demands and needs of their clients. Many of the agencies have both
primary and secondary functions.
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CHART C
ADULT MEMBERSHIP ATTENDANCE IN TEEMS OF TOTAL MEMBERSHII^
Attendance 3f Members N'^n-Attendance of Members
Club Activities
Good Fair Poor Good Fail Poor
Education X X
Housing X X
Household Management X X
Fanning X X
Cooperatives X X
Singing Bees X X
Dramatics X X
Dancing X X
Current Reading X X
*Chart of Original Data
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CHART D
TOHIIG PEOPLES' MEBIBERSHIP ATTENDANCE IN TEEMS OF TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS
Attendance pf Members Non-Attendance of Members
Club Activities Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor
Pool X X
Ping Pong X X
Base-ball X X






•''Chart of Original Data
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APPENDIX E
SAMPLE OF THE LETTER USED




As part of the requirement for the Master of Social Work Degree at the
Atlanta University School of Social Work, I am preparing a thesis, the subject
of which is;
"A Study of the Social Work Services Rendered
Negroes by the Catholic Church."
Before undertaking this study, I contacted the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, Xavier University, and several Catholic Universities seeking advice
on the feasibility of collecting the data I desired. I was advised by several
of the above institutions that my study was timely.
I am writing you to gain your cooperation by filling out the enclosed
schedule. An immediate reply would be appreciated.





SAMPLE OF THE SCHEDULE USED IN OBTAINING DATA
A STUDY OF




Addres s C ity ^State
What is the primary function of your agency? Case-work, Group-work, Community
organization
What secondary function does your organization have? Case-work, Group-vrork
Community organization?
How is the agency financed?
Give the niimber of full-time workers employed part-time volunteers
Number employed for case work group work community organization
How much training have the workers had? College* post-graduate work and
professional social work?
Is the agency a member of the community's central planning council?
What use does your agency make of the Social Service Exchange or Index?
What clientele, do you serve? All Negro - more than 50^ Negro - Less than 50^
Negro?
Are services limited to a definite group or to the community?
Is family case work offered by agency? Average number in case load.
Is institutional care provided by the agency?^ case load
Is foster care of children a part of agency's program? case load
Is day nursery service offered by agency? Case load
Is relief given by the agency? Case load of relief clients
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APPENDIX F-continued
Is relief giving limited to Catholics? Catholic case load
Others
Cheek in order of demand for service to the following problems handled;
Financial relief ( ), Health ( ), Recreation ( ), Institutional care ( ),
Day Nursery ( ) , Family disorganization ( ), School ( ).
Check types of relief given; food orders ( ), cash ( ), stamps ( ).
Describe method of getting applications of clients for agency's services.
List problems faced by agency in relief giving and case work services.
Does the agency offer an educational program including the following?
Home nursing ( ), home-making ( ), recreational leadership ( ), vocational
( ), others , ,
To what extent does your agency emphasize recreation?
Do you have a playground? ^Slze
Check facilities and equipments that agency has; gymnasium ( ), athletic room
( ), reading rooms ( ), equipment
List recreational activities stressed by agency
What hospital facilities are provided by Catholics in your community?.
Is there a health clinic attached to yoxir agency? Purpose of clinic
Case load No. of doctors . -and nurses employed by clinic.
Is follow up case-work service provided by your agency?
Give a brief statement on the agency's reason for establishment in community and
48
APPENDIX F-continued
piirpose for developing a social welfare program for Negroes.
Return to:
Wesley R. Brazier
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